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Video Games Band-of-Brothers This website is completely unofficial and is in no way endorsed by, or
directly connected to,the creators of this movie. This website is an effort to help promote the movie
and will contain links to official pages,reviews,promo videos,etc. This website is set up by a fan and
is NOT affiliated with the movie or creators. In return for linking to this website, our site provides an
Amazon affiliate link as a way to help defray the costs of operating the site. We do not stand to gain
or lose from your decisions in Amazon. We are simply attempting to help fans promote a movie they
like. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ |Movie Review~ Support the filmmakers and buy your tickets early. To
preorder tickets, click on the ticket link, below. Tickets are available at advance ticket shows as well.
Go to the Veritaseum site here, to join the movie enthusiasts and pre-buy your tickets! Check out our
Fandango deal for movie tickets, too. We have a special for Zack and Miri on April 22, 2011. Click on
the Fandango deal above, enter your email address and let them do the rest. Are you a fan of K-PAX?
We have signed up with the great folks at IMDB (the world's largest database of movie info) and we
will be offering official K-PAX trailers as soon as they are posted on the IMDB site. Thanks for
checking us out. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Okay, now back to this movie... You may have noticed I
updated the build site and you're about to see all four loads of the dev tools fire. I've tested each
device in this build (an iPhone and iPad with portrait and landscape), and it looks good. I'm in the
process of getting all the dev tools up and running, so please expect some screen captures as I get
things going. Keep in mind, this is a dev build so there may be some glitches and warnings. The next
step, of course, is to install the iOS 5 SDK and start writing apps. I want to get this right, so if I find
anything I can clarify or add, I will. Here's a couple images of the build files for your reference. You
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